
Fact sheet: How Chubb, The Hartford, and Travelers put consumers at financial risk

By providing insurance for new fossil fuel projects, three U.S. insurance companies -- Chubb,
The Hartford, and Travelers1 -- are putting the financial well-being of homeowners, retirees,
investors and small businesses at risk.

Putting homeowners at risk

By underwriting fossil fuel-related projects, Chubb, The Hartford, and Travelers2 are
perpetuating processes that lead to climate change and its related weather events.3 In turn,
those disasters lead to rising premiums,4 not only for their own customers but those of other
insurance companies too.

● Travelers, Chubb and The Hartford are among the top 20 companies for total
homeowners insurance premiums in the U.S. and U.S. territories.5

● Together, they make up 8.08% of the market for homeowners insurance. (Travelers is #6
with 4.64%, Chubb is #9 with 2.68%, and Hartford is #20 with 0.76%.)6

● Severe weather stoked by climate change could result in property owners’ deaths,
injuries, property loss, property damage or diminished property values.7

● Insurance companies could then, as they often do, hike premiums to pass on the higher
costs of claims to their customers, tightening household budgets and freezing more
people out of the market entirely.8

● Those who have insurance could lose it altogether. Green Century Capital Management,
PIRG's affiliated environmentally-responsible mutual fund company, filed a shareholder
resolution, which highlights that Chubb stopped providing insurance for customers in
certain wildfire-prone areas in California.9

Putting investors at risk

People should be able to invest for their futures without worrying about reckless risk or how their
investments might make climate change worse.

● However, the three largest mutual fund companies on MarketWatch’s list of the 25
largest funds include holdings in Travelers, Chubb and The Hartford,10 all of which
provide insurance policies that allow existing fossil fuel projects to continue and new,
dangerous ones to be started and developed.

● By insuring the expansion of fossil fuel projects, these three insurance companies are
increasing the likelihood of insured losses from climate change-related natural



disasters11, which in turn puts their shareholders’ retirement savings and other
investments at risk of losses, too.

● In addition, more fossil fuel projects will likely expose companies across all industry
sectors to financial risks related to climate change, which may depress the value of
virtually all assets and hurt investors.12

Putting small businesses at risk

Travelers, Chubb and The Hartford are contributing to the very risk they are insuring against and
may pass along the higher costs of claims to their small business customers by increasing
premiums.

● These three companies are in the top 5 for total multiple-peril commercial insurance,13

which includes business owners policies.14

● Together, they make up 18% of that market in the U.S. and U.S. territories. Travelers is
#1, Chubb is #2 and The Hartford is #5.15

● Small businesses face many of the same risks as these insurers’ home-owning
customers. Underwriting policies for fossil fuel projects contributes to climate
change-related weather events that put properties at risk, increase the costs of claims
and increase the likelihood of premium hikes for their business customers as well.16

Chubb, The Hartford and Travelers should protect investors from undue risk and stop insuring
new fossil fuel supplies. U.S. PIRG’s petition urging these companies to stop insuring climate
risks can be signed at pirg.org/articles/climate-financial-reform.

https://pirg.org/take-action/tell-insurance-ceos-stop-insuring-climate-risks/
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